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Chapter 321: The Cool Robo 

This is impossible! 

Who could use real machinery to perfectly simulate human motion gestures? Hollywood could not do it, 

and German machinery factories can’t. 

But the visual picture that subverted Qiao Shengan’s imagination really happened on the screen. This 

kind of robot disguised with urea fertilizer bag and the most traditional things of China, when exposed 

to the audience for the first time, achieved an incredible effect. The shield-shaped monster logo on the 

robot’s chest had once again become a target of praise from the audience. 

As soon as it appeared, it had represented a visual feast. 

The security robot withdrew a short stick and pointed at two camouflaged armored assault vehicles. The 

metal short stick popped open and turned into a sci-fi sword. The lens zoomed in sharply, fixed on the 

sword, and there were two extremely tiny saw teeth at the sword edge, moving quickly back and forth. 

The battle began. 

The camouflage was completely thrown away by the two trucks, revealing the assault tanks inside, and 

the remote-controlled machine guns on the two tanks fired simultaneously. The security robot was hit 

back and forth, and the machine gun, with huge kinetic energy, finally left shallow bullet marks on the 

dark golden body of the warning robot. 

However, when the security robot moved abruptly and entered a high-speed dodging state to approach 

the assault vehicle. The closely followed camera clearly caught the bullet marks on its dark golden body 

and slowly recovered. 

The security robot charged the sword’s tongue of fire with and a flame of golden fire passed and the 

rear of the assault vehicle was cut like tofu. The special squadrons in the chariot are all scared away for 

their lives. What the hell is this? And the other chariot started to run wild and met the security robot in 

the halfway. 

In the truck compartment, it happened to be the mechanical maintenance spider that needed to return 

to the interior of the spacecraft to supplement energy after the plasma battery was consumed. But as 

soon as the hero wanted to change the mechanical maintenance spider light from the low beam into the 

high beam. He was penetrated by a bullet through the front windshield and pierced his chest like a 

chisel. 

After the power consumption, the maintenance spider in the dormant state was removed, and the hero 

was laying on the ground. Unfortunately, it wasn’t the confidante who was with him, but the members 

of the foreign special forces who raised their guns to make him confess. So, they forced him to confess 

what is his origin and where he came from and why there are powerful robots far ahead of the current 

technology level? 

Suddenly an orange-red streamer, from the sky, whistled through the night sky. The sound whose 

cutting through the air was overwhelming. There was a mysterious object shrouded in a brilliant orange-
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red glow descends from the sky. It was a machine with four columns and a silver mercury mirror metal 

on top. The four columns on the machine were engraved with inexplicable totems. 

After the four pillars had shrouded the actor, they even glowed one after another and entered a state of 

rapid rotation. The surrounding space is distorted, and the light is blurred. 

This is an energy shield generator. The special team saw the bullets unable to penetrate that layer of 

light and fled after losing a grenade. The grenade exploded, and the actor was in the energy shield 

generator. It was like watching a firework without sound. The silent firework light illuminated the 

bloodshot eyes of the famous film critic Qiao Shengan. 

Real scenes from assault vehicles to energy generators, all are real scenes. 

This is not the laughable prop of some films, which is laughable and foamed in molds. It’s a real product 

that he can’t pick out any flaws at all. It seems that director Ding Yin has an alien relationship and 

specifically seeks them to borrow. 

But this is not the laughable prop of some movies, ridiculous, using the foam in the mold to mold the 

laughing dead props. It’s a real product that he can’t pick out any flaws at all. 

It seems that the director Ding Yin has an alien relationship and deliberately seeks them for the real 

product he borrowed. Especially this security robot who was so cool and also handsome, with a silver 

head and dark golden body which Qiao Shengan simply loved it. 

In reality, if there was such a warning robot for sale. Qiao Shengan could watch 10,000 rotten movies 

and making a film review against his will, all this because he was willing to buy one. Also, he always 

thought of the monster logo on the robot’s chest. 

The movie came to a critical moment. 

The hero has become angry. Three sci-fi scouts vacated to pursue the enemy, while the security robot 

picked up the hero and flew towards the spaceship. 

After watching the time, the movie only passed for one hour. Qiao Shengan breathed a sigh of relief, 

and it seemed that the previously scanned male lead gene map and the anti-sky medical cabin would 

come in handy. 

Not a tragedy! 

It seems that in Weibo, Qiao Shengan had a close friend who posted an unpacking picture of a chair, and 

the logo was on the back of the chair. He dared to take out his mobile phone and go to find the history 

of a friend. 

While the hero was rescued in the medical cabin, Qiao Shengan also found the picture in his memory. 

The Mechanical engineering chair, produced by Monster Heavy Industry! 

"Dear God, who will tell me, can Monster Heavy Industry create a security robot?" Qiao Shengan could 

not care to write movie reviews. His mind was full of the logo of the security robot just now. 

With the news of several movie pictures taken with cell phones, the comments immediately skyrocketed 

like wild grass. 



Qiao Shengan only groaned and planned to take out his mobile phone to read the comments. 

"Haha ~ Did our Qiao Shengan go to the movies?" 

"How about the movie? Is the movie good-looking? Can’t you apologize quickly?" 

"Qiao Shengan thinks this movie can score 100 points, or 99:99?" 

Qiao Shengan, who has somersault to see the comments, has been waiting until the end of the movie. 

With the help of the hero, the heroine finally repairs the Starship. Then the hero cried and stood in the 

field to see the farewell. 

"Although it was a very old-fashioned parting ending, I am still moved." Qiao Shengan wiped the corner 

of his eyes secretly. 

"During the start of the Curvature Engine, please set the jump coordinates. Search for the nearest black 

hole in space." 

"Warning, if the coordinate point is set as a black hole, the interstellar spacecraft will be completely 

annihilated. If you insist on this choice, please enter the password with the highest authority. " 

The heroine enters a long list of 000 without hesitation. And then, when the curved engine enters the 

ignition countdown. She takes the alert robot and the maintenance spider in the interstellar spacecraft. 

And when the interstellar spacecraft soared into the sky and became a black spot, it instantly pierced 

the sky. 

Sitting in the sweet potato field, the hero who was crying, Gu Long got up and looked at the heroine 

who was smiling and approaching him. 

"Aouu Aouu ~" 

In the screening room, the audience howled. 

Qiao Shengan followed the wolf’s roar until he couldn’t catch his breath, then he laughed happily and he 

could look at the dynamic comments just now. There are two hundred comments, half of them are 

ridiculous. Qiao Shengan doesn’t care. He just wants to know the news related to the Monster Heavy 

Factory and the robot. 

Suddenly a message with these three sentences came to Qiao Shengan’s phone: "Since you ask, I will tell 

you with great compassion. Before the movie was released, the website of Monsters Heavy Industry had 

released two new products. One of the products is a robot, and the new product launch is scheduled 

tonight." 

Qiao Shengan’s heart, which had just recovered, was beating again with the stimulus of this comment. 

A robot, new product launch! 

Chapter 322: The Press Conference Begins 

April 30, 2020 
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The major forums and the major news websites, even in the game they have only talked about "She 

from the Alien" and Monster Heavy Industries. Because if this was a foreign science fiction film, at best, 

it would only create a box office story and would be highly recommended. Mostly when they talk about 

what kind of movie, it is. 

But this was a domestic production science fiction film. As for the brain hole, the plot inside it was not 

too strange. It told the life of young people, unlike the traditional fantasy movies these foreign sci-fi 

movies, which have to bear the pressure of a savior. 

But in life, there were always bright sparks. As the villain’s foreign military-origin society, it tried using 

every effort and made every way to steal the secrets inside the base, but it did not expect to cause 

indescribable terror. 

This is so much fun that the villains are crushed by all-around technology. 

When the back-guard robot went alone to copy their old base alone, it provoked the public and he 

started clapping his hands until they turned red. All this because of the sense of realism of the vigilant 

robot which was bursting with the close-up shot where it did not use the money for special effects CGI. 

It was no exaggeration to say that it was a second man. 

There was a screen shock with a natural plot, these factors gathered in a domestic film, let the audience 

naturally bombed the net. 

Tianya, Sina, Ant technology, Tencent, Kai Mao.com. 

Almost all comprehensive news websites were scrambling to give a big publicity title to "She from the 

alien". Speaking about the rise of domestic science fiction movies! With the realism of the picture which 

surpasses Transformers, it is a landmark work of domestic movies. 

At noon that day, according to the data of the third-party box office websites such as Cat’s Eye, CBO, 

Time, and others. "She from the Alien" is currently expected to do 170,000 movie copy, directly breaking 

the previous record created by Warcraft, accounting for 76% of all movies of the day. 

As of now, the box office in less than 24 hours had exceeded the 200-million-mark onlooker. Not to 

mention Douban Ying was rated 9.7, with a total of more than 30,000 people rating. 

Monster Heavy Factory was the second most popular. Since the movie was released, too many netizens 

have replaced the avatar with the Monster Heavy Factory logo. But... Nationwide, only very few people 

can own their products. 

The mechanical engineering chair is 88,000 Yuan, the carving machine is more than 1 million Yuan, and 

the Mechanical Colossus Type I is 10 million Yuan. 

At this price, even if the visitors are obsessed with the products and admired it, how many people can 

buy these products? Just like the concrete pump truck from Sany company, which had become the 

world’s leading company. Even if it breaks more industrial and technological records and the product 

goes against the sky. It still has no chance with the vast majority of ordinary people. 

Monsters Heavy Industry’s official website directly buffered unlimitedly. In the beginning, employees in 

the network department thought they had been hacked again. As a result, when looking at the 



background, the number of IP visitors exceeded one million. Which made a big explosion in the number 

of visitors... 

Fortunately, the news that two new products of Monsters Heavy Industry are about to be released has 

spread. And one product turned out to be a robot, and the other product was only a little bigger than a 

mobile phone. But according to the previous products of Monsters Heavy Industry, even family robots 

are certainly extremely expensive. It seems that there are no intelligent robots and they are useless. 

In the movie, the robot with a memory alloy casing and the silver-white diamond-shaped cold head is 

what they want. As for buying a robot that needs a remote control or to walk on wheels, they think they 

are not so interested. 

They are looking forward to the second product, which was only a little bigger than the mobile phone. 

The appearance was also very beautiful, and there were three color options. Whether it was a water 

purifier or an air purifier, it was at least a product closely related to life. 

At noon, Jiang Ya, the editor in chief of the science and technology section of Kai Mao.com, was 

snoozing and sleeping with his pillow. Because yesterday in the National Golden Day, editor Jiang Ya was 

almost busy. Last night, a vice president of a technology company wanted to advertise a new product on 

Kai Mao. com. Not only did the advertising cost go to one million, and he also permitted him to go to the 

most luxurious Club Queen Chongqing in the area for a whole night. 

In the dream, editor-in-chief Jiang Ya felt a slight shake in his pocket. Glancing at it, it turned out that the 

phone was shaking. And he sat up suddenly from the bed because he saw seven unanswered phone 

calls, and now urging the same, the boss website always called. 

"Mr. Jiang, what are you doing? Why is the special report of Monster Heavy Industry not available in the 

technology section?" The boss growled on the phone: "Also. Before eight o’clock tonight, return the 

report from the Monster Heavy Industry new product launch site. If I can’t see your report of the 

technology version, don’t come to work the next day." 

It is not easy to find a gap when the boss is gushing. Jiang Ya, the chief editor, asks with a smile: "Boss, 

do the Monster Heavy Industry had paid for it? A million for home page topics, plus the live interview? " 

"Give money?" The boss at the end of the phone was inexplicable. 

"Monster Heavy Industry has contacted the technology section before and invited us to participate in a 

new product launch. I gave them a quotation. The reporter interviewed 50,000 Yuan, scrolled news in 

the home page 100,000 Yuan, and the special introduction was one million." The editor-in-chief Jiang Ya 

is very proud. Now the boss agrees to give the Monster Heavy Industry a special topic. Naturally, they 

paid the advertising fee. 

"I will make the job myself." The editor-in-chief Jiang Ya asked for credit: "Boss, don’t worry, I will go to 

the company to arrange it." 

"Quote?" The voice on the other side of the phone seems to have been blown up by the atomic bomb: 

"people invited you before, how dare you even made quotes?" 



"Wow, Mr. Jiang, you really give us a long face to Kai Mao. You fucking now know how many online 

media outlets have broken their heads in order to qualify for the Monster Heavy Industry new product 

launch conference? You think you done so well that you dare to ask them for a quote!" 

"Ah?" Jiang Ya, the editor-in-chief, felt his head hammered. 

It’s not only Kai Mao.com but also Ant Technology and triumphant media, all of them almost have their 

intestines bruised. 

Before the Monster Heavy Industry took the initiative to invite, it had been very sincere to look to set up 

a special interview seat but they said they were not willing. And right now, when they called again with a 

sullen face. The receptionist responded to them in a formal way; You are welcome to come to the 

interview, but the previous interview seat has been withdrawn. If you want to interview, you can 

reserve an ordinary auditorium. 

Without forgetting to have a place for them. We do not say that there is not a location, but now they 

must rush to the Internet hot spot and they are also willing to stand in the aisle. 

At 6:00 pm, the parking lot of the Chenggang Science and Technology Center of Yunshi City had just a 

dozen of internet media interview vehicles that everyone was familiar with. The online media that 

everyone is not familiar with, even those who can come are here. This is called enthusiasm! 

Now don’t care about the website of A Mao A Gou, as long as there is a news related to the two 

keywords of "She from the alien" and the Monster Heavy Industry. The CTR is doubled up. 

In addition to the media, there are more than 200 mechanical engineering chair customers from 

surrounding cities. 

To be honest, these people are not very pleased, and this can be seen in their eyes in the cars. 

The Audi A6 is the first time that came here. BMW and Mercedes Benz alone have come to more than 

30 cars, causing passers-by passing by to watch over and over again. 

Chapter 323: World Master 

The new product launch was hosted by Yang Baihe, which was the host of various events and evening 

parties when she was in college, and now she was the manager of the propaganda department. And 

Kong Tao, the manager of the sales department, which was proficient in three foreign languages and 

was also the person in the company who knew the advantages and disadvantages of new products. 

After the emergency start of the backup server, the employees of the network department who were 

hired were busy. And the server of the large service provider was rented to open the mirror website. 

Finally, more than one million viewers could enter the official website to watch the live broadcast of the 

conference. 

Zhongyun TV also sent the best camera crew to take charge of the live broadcast. 

As the time approaches, the exhibition center, which can accommodate thousands of people, is fully 

occupied. 

"Are you nervous, brother Ye?" 
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"It seems a little..." 

Ye Qing, who was in a video call with a smile, drew his neckline from his suit with a smile and couldn’t 

help taking two deep breaths: "This press conference is about whether Monster Heavy Industries will 

continue to work in the coming days. There can be enough perfect products to occupy the domestic 

market, so that the name of our Monster Heavy Industry, like Huawei Xiaomi, is well known to the 

general public." 

"I can’t guess the first product. But brother Ye, the second product will definitely fulfill your wish." 

Encouraged in the video: "The ionization purifier you gave me before. After using it, I think No one can 

live without it. " 

"I’m still nervous until the moment of success." Ye Qing smiled and shook his head. 

"Trust me, the ionizer will definitely exceed your imagination." In the video, he blinked playfully. 

"Even if I fail, I won’t be discouraged." 

Confident men are the most attractive. They look around shyly in their pockets and seem to be sure that 

no one is there. 

After turning back, she closed her eyes and kissed the camera gently, her lips sulking: "Brother Ye, come 

on!" 

At eight o’clock in the evening, the product launch conference held by Monster Heavy Industry officially 

started. At this time, more than one million online viewers have gathered in the official live broadcast 

room. There are also two video sites for co-broadcasting. 

Some hundreds of employees came from the company. They stood on both sides of the aisle and served 

guests while waiting for the press conference to start. Suddenly, a spotlight hit the holographic 

projection wall behind the stage, and a Chinese character [3] composed entirely of machinery and metal 

appeared at the center of the holographic projection. The exquisite and beautiful countdown appeared, 

and the guest table was quiet immediately. 

One second later, the three Chinese characters were transformed into two and one seconds later. The 

three-second countdown, the lights in the technology center slowly dimmed, and it quickly became 

completely dark. Only the mobile phone in the auditorium was illuminated, and the camera working 

indicator. 

At this time, one of the holographic projections began to deform. When the guests thought it became 

zero, they occupied the entire projection wall, and the beast logo full of majesty and mystery met with 

the guests. 

In the darkness, there were exclaimed exclamations. The holographic projection gave it a powerful 

three-dimensional sense. The monster seemed to break from the projection, and the two pairs of curved 

horns have been pierced. Indifferent eyes, there was a pride overlooking all beings. It was too beautiful 

and too real. 

The guests didn’t know why. They were inexplicably excited when they saw the logo of the Monster 

Heavy Industry. After that, there was the gradual disappearance of the logo, and the technical center 



became dark again. Suddenly, another beam hit the front stage, that it was originally dark and 

illuminated by lights, a white piano appeared in the eyes of guests and audiences watching the live 

broadcast. 

There was someone sitting beside the snow-white piano. Because the lights were not illuminated. So the 

people could not see its performers at all. His shoulders moved slightly, and on the black and white keys, 

the beautiful melody like water rippled starts to beat. And the sound of the piano was like the sunshine 

of the morning light, lively and brisk, it was like the elves dancing in the flowers, making people feel 

comfortable. 

The guests began to appreciate quietly, although they didn’t understand why they were invited to listen 

to play the piano at the press conference. 

He could play everything, and the tune is very nice, so enjoy it for a while! 

In the official website live broadcast room, countless barrage question marks. 

"Is the signal source wrong?" 

"No, just now there is a logo of Monster Heavy Industry. Why is it now playing the piano?" 

"day!" 

"My day!" 

"Rely on ~" 

"666666..." 

When the light-hearted melody gradually became heated and became cheerful, the screen suddenly 

added countless short words of shock. 

At the guest seats, there were also unusual discussions and exclamations. 

"What’s the matter, Xiao Huang are you good? How can you be like seeing a tiger?" A temperamental 

man in the front guest seat stared at the female secretary next to him with dissatisfaction. 

"Mr. Wang, you... you don’t know, this piano piece, it’s not a normal piece." 

The female secretary with golden glasses and long hands, some incredulously said: "This... It pulls 

three." 

"Pull three?" 

"Rachmaninoff’s third piano concerto is considered to be the most difficult piano in the world. It is not 

an exaggeration to say that he can play this piece perfectly and dare to play it. There is only one person 

in the country." 

The voice of the female secretary had just fallen, and the cheerful and violent sound of the piano was 

suddenly torrential. 



Like millions of drops of powerful water droplets, jumping on black and white keys. The melody rose 

sharply, and it seemed that dozens of notes burst out every second. The notes are high and low, light 

and heavy, overflowing like a tide, filling every space of the science and technology center. 

The guests at the scene were all not free to follow the thumping - thumping - beating violently. They 

inhaled loudly, with shocked expressions. How could there be such a piece of stormy and exciting piano 

music in the world? Why was there only one person playing under the beam, but it gave people a sense 

of complex note changes of four people playing in succession? 

This was simply beyond the limits of human beings because the ears of the guests could not hear how 

many notes are there in a second. Not to mention playing it? 

The mysterious player’s shoulders trembled sharply, but was as stable as a mountain, giving a calm 

feeling that was hard to shake. 

"Oh god ~ who is this master?" 

"Lang Lang? Clydeman? Maxim?" 

"I’m sure to show up later, and I guess it’s Lang Lang. It’s a pity I didn’t go to the conference, otherwise, I 

can get my idol’s signature." 

"Convinced. For this press conference, Monster Heavy Industry was really willing to give up blood and 

even the world’s top piano masters were invited." 

"Ha ha ~ Monster Heavy Industry is certainly willing to pay for it. Didn’t you recognize that piano brand? 

That is Steinway’s grand piano. It has the fastest response speed of the piano keys among the global 

piano brands and the world-famous piano performance. I will use this brand all my life. " 

In the live broadcast room of the official website, many knowledgeable viewers are in high spirits to 

popularize science in the barrage (the phenomenon of a large number of comments displayed in the 

form of subtitles.). And those who did not understand are naturally praised and complimented. 

Just when the guests and the audience had some notes adapted to the storm, their expressions were 

not so tense. The sound of the piano turned sharply, and one of them was more violent. It was almost 

denser than the ancient two armies. The guests covered their hearts, and it seemed that if they did not 

do so, their hearts would jump out of their chests. 

Suddenly one click and the lights on the stage are all brightened. There was a robot sitting beside the 

Steinway piano with a streamlined metal head and silver metal arms violently undulating on the keys. 

"What!" Was the voice of surprise from all the audience, instantly overwhelming musical notes like the 

thunder buzzing for a long time. 

Chapter 324: The Purpose of the Explorer 

When the lights on the stage were all brightened, it turned out to be a robot sitting before the Steinway 

piano. As a result, the guests and the audience were even more surprised than seeing the world’s top 

piano masters gathered together to play the music. 
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In addition to the science fiction movie, the actual real robot was not at all stupid, let alone taking a cup 

of tea for two minutes. This one, although not the security robot in a science fiction movie, could play 

the piano with human-like flexible fingers, which was still very sci-fi. 

After the rushing note came to an end, the guests stood up in unison, dedicated to the robot with the 

warmest applause. And Yang Baihe with Kong Tao who were in charge of the show were stepped onto 

the stage. And the reporters in the front row of the press seats couldn’t sit still and raised their hands to 

signal that they wanted to ask questions. 

Monster Heavy Industry had a good impression for the few press stations that had been able to open a 

special promotion before, without mentioning the labor costs. Seeing them raising their hands, Kong 

Tao smiled and signaled that they could ask questions. 

"Hello, I’m a reporter for Machinist News. I would like to ask, is the robot playing the piano the robot 

product of Monster Heavy Industries?" 

The robot moved slowly under the bright lights. 

"It is really the new product robot, look at the appearance and the picture of the previous official logo." 

"Stunning performance. As far as I know, wanting a machine to perfectly simulate humans playing 

music. The coordination requirements of the two-handed robot are more demanding than the 

motivation of making a sports car. At least, I don’t know which company is able to let the robot play the 

piano perfectly. " 

"Before that, I also thought that this robot was just an immature concept product. Now it seems that 

even if it is a home tutor, it has a promising market." 

"It’s just... " 

"I think your company also understands that the definition of robots by ordinary people should be 

robots with fixed intelligence that can perform certain housework independently." The reporter asked a 

very critical question: "This product from your company seems to be there is no intelligent software 

control. Is this product mainly positioned as a remote service? " 

Kong Tao had shaken his head and said with a smile: "we have no positioning for this product. How to 

use it depends on users. Before our internal product testing, there have been many interesting aspects. 

" 

I did not know if it was a coincidence or Kong Tao intended to quote the topic. 

With the end of the reporter’s question, on the holographic projection screen, some of the more 

practical usage methods of the company’s employees at the beginning of the test have begun. 

There were industrial and household uses. 

The guests at the scene were not very interested in in-home use. It was an industrial display that 

shocked and surprised them. For example, would be unmanned work in a toxic environment. 

In a sealed room, an experimental reactor used to simulate a toxic chemical plant was boiling, and a 

cloud of thick black smoke was emitted from the discharge port. How to say this, in the chemical 



industry, it is not uncommon for such toxic substances to leak, and accidents caused by human 

negligence occur at work and in production. It’s just that most of the accidents were strangled by people 

who reacted in the initial stage. 

This process was extremely dangerous, and it was easy to burn chemical substances, inhale harmful air, 

and so on. When they saw the situation in this simulation, the reaction kettle is shaking. If no measures 

are taken, the explosion was its only ending. All of this did not make the industrial robot to turn back, it 

rushed in, and the process was extremely fast and rude. The thick smoke sprayed the robot’s face, and 

the unknown liquid sprayed from the discharge port even splashed the robot’s body everywhere. 

The robot picked up the reactor without any influence, and directly dropped it into the waste tank, and 

then sprayed a large amount of alkali powder into the waste tank to mix the components of the reaction 

solution. 

This must-have replaced the work of the worker because maybe the worker could be poisoned early or 

have severe chemical burns. 

Even if the worker had time to wear fully equipped chemical protective clothing, he should pray that the 

reaction kettle would not burst or have a strong physique like Schwarzenegger. 

The second scenario was the matching of toxic chemicals. The robot worked directly next to the 

ventilated kitchen without any protective measures. After the work, he ran to get the water solution and 

wiped himself around. 

Between the guests, there were two senior chemical engineers, their hands shook with excitement. One 

of them on his arm, there were light yellow scars the size of a coin. 

This is not an engineer playing the mainstream, it’s okay to burn yourself with a cigarette butt. In fact, 

this scar has been around for more than a year, and it has not yet formed a scab. This appalling yellow, 

fat-like wound originated more than a year ago, when he was in a laboratory to make a match, and 

accidentally let the test tube of bromine drip onto his arm. Fortunately, the other arm was not injured, 

but something more terrifying was encountered. 

The 2oo liter bottles stored in the factory workshop were collided and leaked due to incorrect operation 

by the workers during the handling process. The liquid immediately turned into gas when it encountered 

air. The entire plant was evacuated urgently, but a worker stayed, rushed into the workshop with a 

protective mask, and cut off the power supply in the workshop. 

Because when this gas would encounter electrical sparks, it would explode violently. More than that, 

there were not simple copies stored in this warehouse. The worker survived, but even with a protective 

mask, his voice was severely corroded and he could no longer speak. Ah, if there were two such robots 

in this factory. 

What to say if the robot was drenched in strong acid liquid? This industrial robot housing itself is made 

of highly corrosion-resistant and high-temperature resistant alloy metal, and the outside is wrapped 

with an insulating composite material. It could break through the mountains and seas. 

Because of these painful lessons of human accidents caused by security accidents, this kind of robot 

could be used, and it was not distressing for it. On weekdays, if it was not involved in the rescue, it could 



also be responsible for dangerous chemical matching. This saves money on personal protective 

equipment and guarantees that many such robots can be bought. 

This is true for the chemical industry, as is the machinery industry. 

When the industrial danger is eliminated, they can be calm and let the robots play. If the robot is 

unfortunately smashed into a discus, they can just watch it lively. 

Today is the day when the product is officially launched. If it can be clothed, it can be ordered naturally. 

There are 10,000 robots in stock, and 7,000 explorers in its industrial version. 

After the improvement of the battery, it could work for forty minutes continuously. The Explorer with 

waterproof and dustproof function has been ordered 200 by some local tyrants in the guest table. Each 

one costs 100,000 Yuan, which is already very favorable compared to its performance. After all, Ye Qing 

didn’t dare to set the price too high. 

The home version, priced at 120,000 Yuan, has not yet attracted much attention. 

If you think about it, to have a Taiwanese family car and if you have the money to hire a babysitter, you 

can wait for three years. 

In the embarrassing situation of no one’s attention in the home version, the piece meeting of the 

second product will begin. 

Chapter 325: Uses of Ionization Purifiers 

Let’s return to the parking, at this time, the parking lot was fully loaded, and the well-known film critic 

Qiao Shengan driving an Audi A4L with a Shanghai license plate was driving drastically from outside to 

the technology center at the conference site. Because since watching the movie, he has been 

remembering clearly the security robot inside, he has just pushed out from an extremely important 

entertainment and rushed over to attend the press conference. He felt that he had become a fan of the 

Monster Heavy Industry and had to take a look and feel for himself. 

After finally finding a parking place, Qiao Shengan parked the car and ran to the entrance of the science 

and technology center. But he was stopped by two security personnel. 

"I’m sorry sir. You can’t attend this conference without an invitation card." 

"I was in a hurry, and I forgot to bring the invitation card." Qiao Shengan looked a little nervous: "I came 

from Shang Hai, and I had been made a special trip. It’s hard to let me go back to get it, right?" 

The security personnel scratched their heads: "You can hold your name or your mobile phone number, 

and our guests have records." 

"Ok..." 

Qiao Shengan pulled out his phone and was ready to zoom in. After showing its cell phone to the 

security personnel this last one thought he would see the number but he saw a Weibo page. And he was 

a little confused and said: "We didn’t register for Weibo?". 
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"Look at my name and my fans." Qiao Shengan pointed to his value of 5.07 million fans, embarrassed: 

"Well, I admit that I don’t have an invitation card, but I can help your company for free on Weibo 

Publicity." 

Two minutes later, Qiao Shengan walked into the venue smoothly, and there were two more fans on 

Weibo. 

"Sir, please follow me." A female employee in charge of the reception at the venue with a sweet smile 

had led Qiao Shengan to the back seat. 

At this time, on the holographic projection screen, the second fist product [Ionization Purifier] of 

Monster Heavy Industries was being played. 

"What about robots?" Qiao Shengan looked left and right. 

"Sir, our screen projection for the two robots have been realized. If you want to know more, you can log 

in to our website for a consultation." 

"When can I order?" Qiao Shengan didn’t even bother to look at the second product. 

"Now, sir is you interested in ordering our industrial robot explore, it’s for 120,000 Yuan the payment by 

card." 

Qiao Shengan finally got a robot he dreamed of, and it was also the first home-based guardian robot 

sold by Monster Heavy Industries. It was a huge light-alloy metal box, which also has the logo of the 

Monster Heavy Industry that made him hot. 

"Sir, you can leave your address, and we will send it to you through logistics." 

This metal box weighing up to two hundred pounds left Qiao Shengan to feel at a loss, and its Audi 

couldn’t fit in at all. Logistics is too slow. Even if it was a shrinking version far from the security robot in 

the movie, Qiao Shengan wanted to experience it immediately. 

Qiao Shengan was the first to buy a home-based robot when he heard the salesperson accidentally said 

a leak. Qiao Shengan was even more excited and immediately searched the nearest carrier’s phone in 

Shanghai with his mobile phone. He wanted to be the first experimenter of the robot. 

Qiao Shengan was not interested in the second product. But in the official website live broadcast room, 

millions of viewers have speculated about the performance of the second product which has been noisy. 

They could not afford the robot, but the second product has already been offered. it costs only eight 

thousand Yuan! 

The price of a 256G Apple 7 Plus is also very small. 

For eight thousand Yuan, if the function was practical, these people would gnash their teeth. At least 

one-third of them could consume from their own savings. This was also considered as the first product 

of Monster Heavy Industry with a price close to the people. The key was to be practical. 

Not to confuse the water purifiers and air purifiers, and it’s better to open the stand and set the mouth 

to set the bet. But some people guessed that it has both functions. After all, a good water purifier on the 



market would cost five or six thousand, and an air purifier would be better at four or five thousand. The 

price was more in line with the price of the two products. 

The controversy continued into the screen, introducing the internal structure of this product. It was as if 

a meteor cut through the night sky, and a dazzling light cut through the dark screen. When the light 

stopped an ionizing purifier with the concept of super running lines and a gem-like smooth shiny shell 

appeared in people’s vision. The shiny shell suddenly opened, revealing the amazing precision 

components inside. 

At the top was a piece of perm alloy magnetic induction material, which looked like flowing gold plating 

and extra-star metal. The sensing material tilted slightly, and a streamer passed immediately. Without 

introduction, guests could feel the extraordinariness of this material for no reason. Because its surface 

was too smooth, even if it was contaminated with dust, it could be as eye-catching as the fireworks in 

the night sky. And below the induction material was a magnetic generator. 

After the guests were directly zoomed in, the winding method, which was more complicated than higher 

geometry was dizzy. Subsequently, the two presenters came to power. 

When Yang Lili saw the guest seats, many people showed great expressions, although they didn’t 

understand she raised the elegant black ionization purifier in her hand and the corner of her mouth 

slightly tilted: "It is neither an air purifier nor a water purifier." 

"Then what is it to be in the end?" The reporters in the following hurriedly turned around and just 

introduced the content in the holographic projection screen, they were just like listening to the Tian Shu 

point of the stomach meridian. 

"It is used to purify the harmful substances deposited in our skin." 

In a word, Yang Lily set off a huge wave. 

The first reaction of all female guests at the scene was to touch their faces fiercely. 

This... this... 

Would this powerful product be used to purify harmful substances deposited in the skin? 

The skin is the largest organ of the human body, and it is also a protective barrier for the internal organs. 

Since birth, man has been dealing with all kinds of chemical and metallic materials all the time. In 

particular, the damage of cosmetics to the skin, the vast majority of whitening cosmetics products 

contain heavy metal mercury and the heavy metal lead. Because mercury can quickly whiten the skin 

when it contacts the skin. And lead will promote the skin’s absorption capacity, with its help, many 

chemical ingredients will be quickly absorbed by the skin. Even big-name cosmetics cannot resist the 

temptation of these two heavy metal effects. In addition to heavy metals and harmful chemicals, people 

will also have unsightly pores and red pores because their pores are blocked by harmful substances in 

their lives, which will naturally affect their health. 

What is the skin? 

The skin is a signal of health or not, a woman’s business card and a woman’s dead point. It is also the 

dead spot for most unmarried men. Xiaobailian (pretty boy), a word that has been coined since ancient 



times, has often been used to describe men with better skin than women. It is also the object of envy of 

countless men, not all, maybe half of it. 

"Our product is not any skincare device on the market." Yang Lily’s soft eyes gradually became 

confident, and with her voice, the holographic projection behind her suddenly turned into a wavy bay. 

"This bay is different because the seawater is extremely turbid. Floating foam and oil stains, like colored 

ribbons, wander through chemical pollution zones." 

Even if they could not smell, the guests could imagine how severely this seawater was polluted. 

"It is estimated that if you go to take a bath in it, you can send a fat sheep to the dermatology hospital 

for slaughter." 

The picture turned sharply, zoom in and freeze to the middle. There was a clean line on this oil-stained 

seawater and a piece of exquisite equipment floats on. The next moment, the heavily polluted sea 

surface was brushed by a purple light, which was cast on it. Even if the guests have a little understood, 

the oil pollution and chemical pollution zones in the seawater slowly began to gather together to form 

thick oily objects. 

The guests stared at each other and the audience was silent. Because those thick, oily objects were 

slowly towed to the middle device. And in the seawater, a long-lost clear slowly began to spread. But 

who’s known for how long ago the picture has slowly changed. 

Finally, in the eyes of the audience, the same building, the same coastline, the same reef of the bay, 

changed the appearance like it’s another place. And the seawater there was crystal clear, and the waves 

rolled up by the mighty wind were like jelly, as clear as the skin of a girl. Is it Maldives, Bali? And the 

people who have traveled to famous beaches think that this beach is the most beautiful in front of 

them. 

"This is the technology of our Monster Heavy Industry. Now we will improve this technology to this 

ionizer in my hand. Because with it, everyone’s skin will return to the purest natural state like that bay." 

Return to the purest natural state? What is it like? Will it soft and smooth like a baby? The hearts of the 

female guests at the scene were already like a volcano that was about to erupt. 

Chapter 326: Purchase Restrictions 

The energy of this volcano is comparable to that of Yellowstone National Parc in Wyoming state in the 

USA because After sees the heavily polluted sea on the screen then purified to an unprecedented purity, 

the female guests at the scene were almost out of control. 

With that, doesn’t that mean the skin is no longer worried about being attacked by any toxins and metal 

chemicals? Whether using a variety of skincare products or doing a variety of skin care. It’s all about 

making the skin tone healthier and more beautiful, but often it doesn’t work as expected. Especially 

after long-term use of cosmetics, the appearance of the plain face can scare people away. This is 

because the skin is eroded by chemical products for a long time and loses its ability to mediate. 

If they could clean up these deposited chemical toxins? Was not it possible to buy as much as they want, 

and Su Yan will also be beautiful? And the male guests were not much better. 
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The principles are the same as the technology to clean up large bay pollution. Not to mention that the 

price is too small to be small. It was only eight thousand Yuan! It’s really a price close to the people’s 

limit. 

All the guests present, not to mention who was wanted to buy one or buying ten. When Yang Lily was 

preparing to introduce the use of the product and precautions. They did not give her a chance at all, and 

more than half of the female guests stood up. 

"Can this product remove keratin?" 

"Can the acne on my face be removed with this product?" 

"My skin has been using cosmetics for a long time, and now it is very dark and susceptible to allergies. 

Can I use this product?" 

"The pores on my legs are relatively large. Can it help me return to normal levels?" 

Yang Lily and Kong Tao’s expressions were a bit dull. Every one of these guests was the same as those 

old ladies encountered in the supermarket promotion. Not to mention the reaction in the official 

website broadcast room was even more exaggerated. At first, they looked at the water purifier and the 

air purifier brushed on the screen and then were asking how to buy this product. 

"Hey, hey ~ I said you don’t care about your body? Is the ionization released by this product harmful to 

the human body?" On the guest table, a young and handsome male guest stood up. He looked at the 

female guests with a very incomprehensible look. His tone was full of complaints: "You people, for the 

sake of beauty, and you don’t even care about health." 

The handsome male guest was obviously the one with the skin so good that he didn’t need an ionizer. 

Naturally, he could relatively calmly analyze the advantages and disadvantages of this product. 

"Many ordinary household products carry electromagnetic radiation. Such as mobile phones, 

computers, induction cookers, microwave ovens. If the power of this product is greater. In case this 

product can indeed remove harmful substances from the skin, could it also remove favorable substances 

from the body at the same time? What to do in this case? Such an example, radiotherapy can destroy 

healthy cells while killing malignant cells." 

But... These women had no interest in this loud questioning. They have been fascinated by the amazing 

purification technology shown on the holographic screen. And... These women, who are older and have 

a hard time understanding the pursuit of the questioning needed to be more cautious when they hear 

questions. 

Yang Lily and Kong Tao also heard questioning voices. In fact, this was what they would focus on below. 

Seeing that most people were still confused, Kong Tao took out a strong magnet and a metal piece from 

his pocket. He has been going to do a very easy to understand experiment for everyone. The metal was 

placed on the back of the right hand. The strong magnet was held in the left hand and slowly moved 

toward the right palm. Under the attraction of the magnetic field, the metal piece placed on the back of 

the hand also started to move slightly. 



"This is a very simple experiment, and elementary school students can do it at will." Kong Tao shook his 

fingers and let the metal piece fall under his hand. 

"Just the magnetic field generated by the magnet can penetrate a piece of metal weighing 30 grams but 

could not penetrate my palm." Kong Tao raised his head and smiled at the audience: "The magnetic field 

generated by the magnet has no harm to the human body. This is Proven for hundreds of years. So, we 

ionize the magnetic field generated by the purifier to pull harmful substances that are millions of times 

lighter than magnets and naturally will not have any adverse effects on the human body." 

"Our equipment has passed various national certifications. You can also use any testing method that 

conforms to the process to detect its impact on the human body. Of course, when you use our products, 

don’t play with electronic products." 

Someone’s in the guest seats have already left the hall. Instead of walking towards the door, they went 

to the product ordering area. The remaining people couldn’t sit still, touching the bank cards one by 

one, with a worried expression that they might be out of stock late. 

"Listen to me everyone please does not push; we have sufficient stock." The employees in the sales area 

were already nervous enough to this stand-up, and the staff responsible for the reception service also-

ran here, preparing to maintain order. 

"I want ten." The pretty lady at the front has taken the initiative to pass the bank card to the credit card 

machine. 

"I want twenty." The second man was not far behind. 

The two employees looked at each other and quickly asked the manager with a headset intercom. 

Ye Qing was behind the scenes. This kind of scene of being snapped up before the word of mouth of the 

product even started, he didn’t expect it. For that reason, in order to prevent others from buying in bulk, 

he asked them to go back to selling at a higher price. Ye Qing had to make a tentative decision first, and 

each guest on the scene could only buy a maximum of two. 

This is also a kind of feedback to the guests who could take the time to attend the press conference. 

Because of the ionization purifier, Ye Qing had limited to one per person when he was ready to sell. 

Because a few guests brought the driver and secretary and without exception, these people have all 

purchased two. 

In the official website live broadcast room, countless people were crazy asking how to buy an ionizer. 

The barrage burst and they went to the forum again. Every time when they refresh, there was bound to 

be a new page of users asking how to buy. And because the conference was transferred to the sales 

mode in advance. The staff of the network department immediately issued a news announcement on 

the official website, saying that they would put the ionization generator and robot on the Tmall flagship 

store at 12 a.m. 

There was no limit to the number of robots. Ionization generators were limited to one per ID. On the 

first day, 40,000 products of Ionization generators would be on shelves. Now, at this point, there were 

two and a half hours before the product goes on sale. 



Those viewers who were attracted to the Monster Heavy Industry official website’s live broadcast room 

because of the movie "She from the Alien" saw many people’s first reaction was to check the bank card 

balance. Of these many people, 80% were women. But young men should be relatively calm. On the one 

hand, the effect of the ionization purifier had not yet been reported. On the other hand, 8,000 yuan was 

not a small amount for many young people. They must consider it carefully. 

However, a barrage suddenly caused these young men with girlfriends to fall into boundless fear. 

"It’s over. It’s over. My girlfriend just called and she asked me if I loved her." 

"I said, yes I love her..." 

"She sent me a Monster Heavy product introduction to me..." 

Chapter 327: Gifts for Parents 

Those who have girlfriends have a heartbeat. At the same time, there was a heartbeat in a driver of the 

Buick Business from Shanghai. Because Qiao Shengan in order to transport the guardian robot, he 

specially hired a driver of a big GL 8 Business with the rear seat removed. 

Then halfway through, Qiao Shengan didn’t hold back his inner excitement and dismantled the metal 

guardian robot’s outer packaging. The packaging was easy to remove, and the guardian robot was 

adopted with a dual-key encryption method. In addition to the keys inside the operating device and the 

robot, there was also a shield-shaped mechanical key printed with the Monster Heavy Industry logo. 

This exquisite mechanical key could be used to open the lightweight alloy metal box which had used to 

house it, or it could be inserted into the back of the guardian robot to activate its overall power control 

system. 

After opening the packaging, Qiao Shengan found the guardian robot is standing quietly inside. Although 

it was relying on wheeled walking, it makes it less sci-fi and advanced, but the upper part of the robot 

was cool, and the upper body was very similar to the security robot in science fiction movies. The same 

silvery-white skull with a dark red metal body. 

The driver in the front seat was shocked and frightened. He finally accepted working for this local tyrant. 

Why did the employer carry a robot? 

"Hey... You think... Does it break the law?" 

"I paid 120,000 Yuan to you in Shanghai City, and the invoices are all in my hand." Qiao Shengan looked 

at the suspicious driver strangely: "Do you say it’s illegal?" 

The driver murmured the prodigal secret and continued driving. And the Buick Business was rolling on 

the Rossi Expressway when a rippling river appeared on the horizon in the distance and a large cable-

stayed bridge across the river. Seeing the lights on the bridge, Qiao Shengan who was immersed in 

studying robot suddenly became silent. 

On the bridge that is getting closer and closer, you can clearly see the words [Yinchi Bridge] under the 

colorful lights in the middle of the bridge tower. Qiao Shengan was very familiar with this place because 

it bears the good times of his childhood. A few kilometers west of the bridge was his hometown, Yinchi 

Village. 
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He was the only child in the family. Even if his parents suffered, they sent him to Shanghai for college, 

and Qiao Shengan has been working in Shanghai till now. With a car, a house and a deposit, Qiao 

Shengan was a standard successful person even in the international metropolis Shanghai. 

Qiao Shengan was not the kind of filial who has forgotten his mother, but only after he started his family 

in Shanghai and started to raise his own children. Qiao Shengan was busy with his career and family, 

often only returning to his hometown once or twice a year. 

"Really... are you too busy?" Thinking of this, Qiao Shengan couldn’t help asking himself inside. As his 

child grows up, Qiao Shengan no longer has to devote too much time to it. The child has his own 

companion, and he no longer needs his company to go out to play. He was always busy with business... 

He was s really busy, and entertainment can flow from today to next month. But were these 

entertainments so important? 

Just as he came to participate in the Monster Heavy Industry conference today, it seems to have 

participated in a very important entertainment. In fact, Qiao Shengan who has more than 5 million 

followers in the Weibo film critics is asking others to do things in most cases he did not do. 

This time, an advertiser contacted him and wanted to ask him to help lead the advertising break for a TV 

series. But the dinner was pushed, and the advertiser would naturally use other ways to not connect 

with feelings. Also last month he traveled abroad and played for seven full days. 

But why does every time his parents called and asked him if he was busy? If he was not, could he go 

home and saw them? But Qiao Shengan always said that he was too busy and would definitely go back 

when he was free. He did not really want to go back, he was used to the bustling life in the city, and he 

was accustomed to it. Every time he returned to his hometown, and he could only sit on the sofa and 

played with his phone boringly. 

"At about two kilometers ahead, there was a high-speed exit. You get off there, and we go to Yinchi 

Village." 

Qiao Shengan was silent for a long time and suddenly felt that he was very sorry for his parents. And 

twenty minutes later the Buick Business arrived in Yinchi Village, which was full of lights. It was now 

more than nine o’clock in the evening, and Qiao Shengan who had no key, ringed to the three-story 

building and his parents have fallen asleep. 

Some neighbors just walked in from the intersection and Qiao Shengan thought maybe they had 

finished eating in the hotel. When they saw him standing in front of the three-story building with a 

metal box, they immediately surrounded him warmly. 

Yinchi Village is located in the south of Jiangnan Province. Although it was a village, with street lights, 

cars, and houses could be seen everywhere, just like the town. 

Qiao Shengan was one of the best mixed in their village. They were all folks in the village. They saw the 

enthusiasm of nature. 

"Uncle Qiao Shengan, why did not you come back to drive your Audi? What’s in your box?" A child 

holding a big Coke in his arms looked at the big metal box with curiosity. 



Qiao Shengan just patted his head with kindness: "I had to look for a car to transport the robot, so I 

should leave the Audi in Zhongyun parking lot. Because the Audi could not contain this big box." Qiao 

Shengan smiled bitterly. 

"Uncle Qiao Shengan, this is, of course, your gift for your parents." 

The parent next to him laughed: "Little handsome, you must use Uncle Shengan as an example when 

you grow up." 

Although Qiao Shengan returned home countless times, every time he returned, he would inevitably 

bring a lot of very advanced living products and expensive supplements to his parents. 

The air conditioners he sent last time were all sky air conditioners that you haven’t seen. They look 

beautiful, and the wind blowing from the wind tunnel was more comfortable. And now Qiao Shengan 

was back again with a beautiful big metal box, which must contain very high-tech stuff. 

The neighbors went to ask Qiao Shengan what was inside. Just at the moment Qiao Shengan’s father 

came to open the door and saw his son return, he immediately clapped his hands and asked the 

neighbors to come in and sit. 

One of the most beautiful habits of the countryside, chatting with each other is a major part of their 

lives. And without any kindness, all the neighbors went in and the neighbors heard the movement. So, 

other neighbors came over to joke fun, there was no exception. They were praising Qiao Shengan to 

honor his parents, and he brought a gift back in the evening. 

"The packaging is so exquisite. Is it imported from abroad?" 

"Brother, the kind of sleep device you gave to my uncle last time. I also want to buy one for my dad. I 

found it on the Internet a long time ago." 

"That was sent by a friend from the United States. When I return to Shanghai and ask my friend to send 

another one." Qiao Shengan was not disgusted by these neighbors. It was because of them that he was 

away. Parents would not be so bored, there were inconveniences in life, and they could come and help. 

This was also why the old couple did not want to go to Shanghai to take care of themselves. The old 

couple couldn’t live comfortably in Shanghai because it was just like in jail time. The old man and old 

lady there were all speaking in a local accent. They could not understand a word in Shanghai and the gap 

between talking, and insight cannot be integrated into their circle at all. 

Because in the town there was no one taking care of each other up to the corner of the road and most 

of the time if you need help, you had to return to the police for help. 

The beautiful metal box that Qiao Shengan brought back made the old couple mistakenly think it was a 

gift brought by their son. 

Qiao Shengan did not complain about spending a lot of money, because the old couple asked him what 

was here. And the neighbors came to see with excitement, the son brought imported high-tech 

products, and their faces also had no face. So, he should give this to his parents, Qiao Shengan thought 

in himself. It happened that he had to drive to go back to Zhongyun City to buy another robot by the 

way. 



Thinking of this, Qiao Shengan took out the shield-shaped mechanical key which was a work of art and 

inserted it into the groove of the metal box. 

"PATA... PATA..." After the sound of the mechanical movement, the metal box bounced open on both 

sides. 

The high-level keys that no one has ever seen, and the products in them, make these fathers and 

mothers directly look dumbfounded. 

"It turns out to be a robot! ... Oh My God... How much does it cost?" 

Chapter 328: Qiao Shengan Has No Regrets 

The excitement at home lasted until eleven o’clock. And the neighbors, while watching the rarity of the 

robot complimented Qiao Shengan’s parents boasting that they had a particularly filial son. 

When the neighbors couldn’t bear the sorrowfulness, they left, the Qiao Shengan’s parents was sixty 

years old this year, but when they remembered that their son had a habit of eating supper, they 

deliberately placed a bowl of egg noodles in front of him. 

Qiao Shengan was sitting on the sofa and playing with his mobile phone. In fact, in Shanghai, this point is 

often the beginning of real nightlife. But in his hometown, even if many families had internet and cars. 

The habit of working and resting still followed the original rhythm. At this moment, when you would go 

out to find entertainment, you could only find a few stray dogs. 

Qiao Shengan asked his mother to go to rest and said that the dishes should be washed by himself. After 

eating supper, Qiao Shengan still had no drowsiness. He simply brought the controller to operate the 

robot and lay quietly on the sofa to study the robot. He should be the first ordinary consumer to 

experience the Guardian Robot. As of now, Qiao Shengan thought the experience was not bad. 

The vision system of the robot was provided by Phantom Technology. This company was closely related 

to the Monster Heavy Industry and had a number of patented technologies in the field of VR technology. 

The high-definition VR camera and extremely lightweight VR glasses provided by them gave Qiao 

Shengan a sense of immersion and the realism of his soul coming to the robot. 

Being immersive was a major feature of VR technology. The glasses had a built-in gravity sensor, and 

Qiao Shengan shook his head, and the robot’s skull followed. This feeling was particularly interesting. 

The wearable controller could be easily buckled on the arm after simplified design. And the direct 

control of the robot was completed by a small and lightweight universal rudder arranged under the 

thumb. 

Qiao Shengan was controlling the robot to wash dishes. From the VR perspective, he could easily 

determine the distance of objects around the robot. In addition, the strength of the robot was limited to 

the level of ordinary people, so the entire dishwashing process was perfect except that the water flow 

was increased by him. 

He does not have to touch cold water with your hands. In winter, he should control the robot to wash 

dishes, which should be very good for his wife. Maybe it was so boring to the pain of eggs smell. After 

washing the dishes, Qiao Shengan controlled the robot to sweep the floor again and finally dragged the 
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floor tiles on the first floor again. When he ended, there were still a few minutes to twelve o’clock, Qiao 

Shengan searched for Tmall flagship store of Monster Heavy Industry on his mobile phone connected by 

the wireless network home. 

At 12 o’clock, the Monster Heavy trade union launched two new products on the market. Qiao Shengan 

was not interested in the second product. He wanted to see more information about the guardian robot. 

When the second product was released, Qiao Shengan was busy buying a robot. 

Qiao Shengan estimated that the second product was an air purifier or a water purifier. For both 

products, he imported Dalton’s brand at home. The first water inlet device in the world was invented by 

Dalton Company, and even Buckingham Palace used this brand. Then he logged into the flagship store of 

Monsters and found that it couldn’t be opened, and the page had been buffering. 

Qiao Shengan tried to open other websites with his mobile phone, and the web pages could be opened, 

which proved that the wireless network at home was normal. Under any circumstances, the other stores 

could be opened, but the flagship store of Monster Heavy Industries could not work. 

Qiao Shengan felt very strange. The more he did, the more he wanted to see the flagship store of 

Monsters. 

The reason for the constant buffering was very simple. At this time, the number of visits at the flagship 

store was close to two million, and the server was overloaded. Those who were far away and had poor 

Internet speeds could not connect to the server. 

Qiao Shengan continued to refresh with unbelief, brushing for half an hour, still buffering. Okay, let’s 

stay here... 

The Qiao Shengan’s mobile network installed at home, the speed itself was slow. When he was ready to 

sleep after taking a shower, he refreshed the webpage with a try attitude. And at the speed of the snail 

crawling, the web page finally revealed the true face of Lushan. 

"What happened?" Qiao Shengan was at a loss, staring at the announcement in the shop. There was no 

limit to the number of robots that can be purchased, and the ionization purifier was limited to one per 

person per ID. Everything was managed by IT when the background would automatically be judged 

according to the order information. If there was a different ID, the shipping contact name and number 

would belong to the same person the sales department had the right to cancel the order. 

At present, the three colors of the ionization purifier are shipped randomly, and color selection is not 

accepted. If the user does not pay within five minutes of submitting the order, the order will be 

automatically canceled. The product express is downwind by default. If the downwind cannot be 

reached, the staff will randomly choose the express delivery. 

"At the time of the sale of Apple’s mobile phones, there was no such notice?" 

Qiao Shengan opened the page of the ionization purifier to take a look, and as a result, 40,000 ionization 

purifiers were sold out and there were no product options but a product introduction. And the following 

product introduction also had a notice saying that at 10 am, the online flagship store will once again sell 

40,000 ionizers. When this batch is sold out and users want to order again, they have to enter the queue 

waiting mode. 



"What is the concept of 40,000 units being sold out within half an hour?" Qiao Shengan couldn’t imagine 

breaking his head, just as he could not understand. 

The Guardian Robot had been on the shelves for half an hour before selling a tragic joke. After reading 

the introduction of robots on the website, Qiao Shengan logged on to the official website of Monster 

again. As a result, in the Monster Heavy Industry Forum, countless people posted posts to buy ionization 

purifiers. 

"Twelve thousand ionization purifiers of any color are collected. As long as you take a screenshot of the 

order, you have paid for, and you can earn 4,000 yuan by changing hands." 

"Ionization purifiers are collected in the province and can be picked up in person when the goods 

arrive." 

"Little girl is asking for ionization purifiers. Which kind-hearted brother will let me, and I can make a 

promise by myself." 

The more Qiao Shengan looked, the more his mouth widened. 

Finally, Qiao Shengan turned to a user who took a screenshot of successful order payment. As a result, 

the following message asked all the money and more female users took a selfie directly below asking the 

landlord to talk privately. 

Qiao Shengan tried to post a post with an unpacking image of the Guardian Robot he uploaded. 

"The landlord must have attended the press conference, otherwise the goods would not be received so 

quickly." 

"I heard that at the press conference, you can buy two ionization purifiers on the spot. Ask the landlord 

to let one out, and I will double the price." 

"Look at the pictures of the ionizer?" 

Qiao Shengan’s curiosity soared to the apex, he edited the post, saying that he was only concerned 

about ordering the robot and did not pay attention to the ionizer. 

After five seconds... 

Qiao Shengan saw the following message rise rapidly, almost laughing at the reply IQ needed to 

recharge. 

"What is the ionization purifier?" Qiao Shengan wondered and continued to edit the post to ask. 

"You who missed the most important opportunity in your life, I believe that after watching this video, 

you will surely rub the twine and look for the beam everywhere." 

"Neuropathy, will I have the word regret in my dictionary?" Qiao Shengan hummed and opened the 

video. 

Endless is buffering again? 



One card per second, Qiao Shengan paused and when everything was asleep the video was finally 

buffered. 

Qiao Shengan was scared because the number of online viewers reached hundreds of thousands, then 

he saw a woman in her 30s with light makeup appears in the camera. On the table next to her, there 

was an ionizing purifier that he had ignored. 

Needless to say, this handsome lady, like him, was the lucky one who attended the press conference and 

could get the product as soon as possible. 

Chapter 329: Regret To Cry 

Qiao Shengan hummed twice and adjusted his posture to be in a comfortable position. 

In the mobile phone video, even if the woman was painting light makeup, she could only barely be 

called a normal lady, suddenly and unexpectedly she started removing makeup. 

Generally speaking, for this kind of video, Qiao Shengan would not want to watch. But this time, he 

takes a look. 

After removing makeup, Qiao Shengan felt that the lady’s face was more secure than the door god on 

the New Year’s painting. The skin, which has been eroded by cosmetics for a long time, had lost the 

ruddy feeling of normal skin, becoming particularly dark, and there are patches of yellow spots on it. 

"I worked hard today. At the press conference in the evening, I watched Monster Heavy Industry 

publicize the magic. Now I’m going to have a try. Is this ionization purifier as magical as they publicize?" 

The lady’s imminent fearless expression on her face made Qiao Shengan’s mouth pout. 

"In the instruction manual, when using an ionizer, it is best to use it in the bathtub or wet the skin with 

water." The lady washed her face with water, and then set the ionizer according to the instructions. 

"Please do not operate electronic equipment while using this product?" 

"Do you want to turn it to voice prompts?" 

"Manual mode, automatic mode?" 

The lady asked to turn the ionizer into automatic mode and then pointed the control panel at the mobile 

phone camera one meter away so that the audience could clearly see the text displayed on it. And when 

the start button was pressed, the ionization purifier immediately made a beep and lit a blue cold light on 

the centerline. 

"No harmful substances have been detected... No harmful substances have been detected..." 

After the ionization purifier lights up, keep reminding. 

The lady held the sci-fi ionization purifier and was very nervous. She put the bottom of the ion purifier 

on the face slowly according to the instructions. Ah, there was a dripping... A harmful substance was 

detected and the analysis started... Five percent, fifteen percent, thirty-five percent... After one minute, 

the ionization purifier reported that the test was complete. 
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Qiao Shengan covered his mouth and looked at the subtitles on the screen with horror and the sound of 

the prompts. 

Detection of lead, mercury, silver, arsenic, neodymium, organic acids, aldehydes, ketones, ethers, 

nitrogen oxides, sodium lauryl sulfate... In a face, which was clearly a periodic table of chemical 

elements. 

Qiao Shengan was reassured that this face had been completely saved, and he could only see people 

through makeup forever and the lady was equally frightened and her eyes were clearly still. 

"Purification begins, please move the ionizer to another piece of skin after hearing a beep." 

The blue cold light turned red, and Qiao Shengan could vaguely see that there was a light halo on the 

face of Ms. Su Yan, covering the area around the purifier and the skin. 

"Ah..." 

The lady screamed with a cold voice. 

"Ah... My god, it feels so comfortable, just like that ..." The lady could not help but shivered, her eyes 

expressing a comfortable expression: "It is like the kind of soft crispy electric current, in The skin surface 

is flaking. " 

Qiao Shengan pouted expressionlessly because only in this way could he conceal his inner regret. 

"It’s really comfortable. I feel that all the pores on that skin have been stimulated." 

The lady closed her eyes and held the ionizer in quiet enjoyment. If she ignored her appearance only by 

listening to the sound alone would give her a nice and seductive feeling. And she did not see it because 

she closed her eyes, but hundreds of thousands of viewers who watched the video could clearly see it. 

They could see around the ion purifier that fits the skin it beginning slowly scoop out some creepy dark 

black substances from the skin surface. And these substances are drilled from the skin and condense 

around the pores. 

The skin is the largest organ of the human body. Some toxins in the human body are excreted by 

metabolism. Various chemicals and harmful substances contacted in life will also deposit on the skin. 

This is too chilling, so many toxic substances are hidden in the gray skin. 

"Ah! I feel that my pores are breathing, and my face is so refreshing all at once, like a cold nose blocked 

for a few days, and suddenly it’s completely clear." 

The lady showed an indulgent expression, and her nose hummed gently. As those black toxic substances 

are slowly sucked into the collection box of the ionization purifier and her expression of enjoyment was 

even stronger as if she had come to the Garden of Eden and was tasting the deliciousness that did not 

exist in the world. 

"It’s indescribable, you can’t imagine this feeling. It’s like eating the best food in the world, it’s like 

hearing the world’s most beautiful song, it’s like being in the bed with the world’s most handsome man. 

Please change the skin and cleanse. No, no, this feeling is too comfortable, I’m going to experience it in 

the bathtub." 



Because the electronic sound of the ionizer purifies the intoxication of the lady, the lady got up and 

planned to come over and turn off her phone, suddenly everyone heard her scream. Obviously, she saw 

the harmful substances discharged from her skin. 

But what did the audience see? The audience saw a rosy skin on her face, like a girl’s skin with a 

beautiful sheen compared with the grayish surrounding skin with yellow spots, it is like white snow and 

sewage. 

A feeling of remorse passed from the corner of Qiao Shengan’s eyes. If possible, if time goes backward 

Qiao Sheng’an would rather give up the robot and buy two ionizers. Now he finally understands why 

there are countless people on the official website asking for ionizers. 

For eight thousand yuan! He would have bought two ionization purifiers for eight thousand yuan. He 

had the opportunity himself, but he rejected it. 

"Oh my God! Give me a rope, I’m going to hang myself." 

Qiao Shengan dived on the bed and grabbed it with the head first followed by his chest then feet and 

started to open the buttons of his shirt and bare his chest and yelling, he regretted it to death. 

There was a Weibo left by the lady in the video. Qiao Shengan hurriedly logged in to her account to 

follow her and wanted to know more about the ionization purifier. Then he saw a plain photo without 

any PS and no beauty effect, in the photo, the woman who just looked thirty years old. Now she looked 

like twenty-four. The skin was rosy and shiny, even better than the makeup in the previous video. 

Although there were still pale spots on the face, this was only the effect of purifying for the first time. As 

for the comments that followed the video was crazy, many people were asking her, what kind of 

comfort is it when doing purification? What does it feel like to quilt with the most handsome man in the 

world? 

Qiao Shengan gave himself a slap because he had missed the huge opportunity at the conference site. 

Now it’s okay, and 40,000 units would be sold out tomorrow. Yes, there would be forty thousand units! 

It would be so easy to grab, there won’t be so many people in the forum posting high-priced 

acquisitions, he knew that before he couldn’t even open the Monster’s online store. 

That night, Qiao Shengan turned around in the bed. In addition to regretful regrets, he was also guessing 

how that kind of numbness really felt. 

The next day it was not bright, and Qiao Shengan took a taxi to Shanghai. In addition to driving his own 

Audi and buying another robot, he also wants to go to the Monster Heavy Industry to try his luck on the 

ionizer. The robot was let at his parents’ home, but the robot’s wearable controller was carried in his 

bag. He hasn’t taught his parents to use the robot, and if the controller is left at home in case the 

neighbor’s child comes over to play with it. 

Originally, Qiao Shengan only had to bring the mechanical key, but the charging required the controller 

to activate the robot, so he had to bring the controller. 

Chapter 330: The end of the cosmetics industry? 
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In the early morning of the next day, almost all online media reported on the latest product of Monster 

Heavy Industry, the ionization purifier. Even so many large online media even used this scary title. 

Doomsday of the cosmetics industry? 

The robots belong to the industrial industry, and it was difficult to make big news in this industry. In 

addition, this time the robot was not intelligent and many online media did not even write about this 

new product when they mentioned the Monster Heavy Industry, but about for the ionization purifiers 

they were different. 

Its price was close to the people, and it was especially powerful for women. How many people could 

dream of completely removing the harmful substances deposited in their skin? The only side effect was 

probably to make the skin more shiny and smoother. 

With the ionization purifier, did it mean that all skin care products have to leave the stage of history? 

After all, the ultimate purpose of skincare was to make the skin softer and more beautiful. This goal 

seemed to be achieved immediately, without any chemical residues. If so, the impact on the cosmetics 

industry was no less than dropping a nuclear bomb. 

The videos and photos uploaded by the lady on Weibo last night have driven so many women crazy to 

possess this product. 

Various online media, without obtaining more information, directly used this video together with the 

introduction information of the official website of the Monster Heavy Industry and interviewing Monster 

Heavy Industry has become the number one task for many media. 

Qiao Shengan took a taxi to Shanghai, and it was only half-past seven. However, when Qiao Shengan got 

out of the car, he found he couldn’t enter the blue sky building. There was a squadron in front of him. 

Listening to their tone, it seemed to be related to the ionizer because many people came to the field 

overnight in order to get in touch with the sales staff in the Monster Heavy Industry earlier. 

That night, Ye Qing was also busy. He didn’t need to take the shelf. In addition to answering the phone, 

he was busy working to increase the capacity of the ionization purifier. 

Because since the release of the ionization purifier, Ye Qing has received many phone calls from; Yan 

Zhaoge, president of illusion company, Li Huaxing of Huaxing Heavy Industry, Liu Dongyu of Xinchuang 

Future, Director of Urban Construction Bureau and so on. Almost people who have a good relationship 

with Ye Qing call and ask. Others did not give money, as long as they find Ye Qing. Ten between them 

have sent people to get the product directly. If they used their ID themselves is impossible to receive the 

ionization purifier for their own use so they sent people. 

Forty thousand units sold out in the blink of an eye. The industrial robot sales are equally good, but not 

as good as the ionization purifier, which obstructed customer service to answer calls all night. 

On the phone, merchants from all over the country had to double the price and even ten sets of goods 

can be accepted. But Ye Qing only stocked 100,000 units of this product. 

Now if full production is started, the Longxitan factory could produce 8,000 ionization purifiers a day. 

With such a pitiful amount, I am afraid that in ten minutes, Ye Qing could be wiped out. 



Quantity is money, and for this product, Ye Qing was not ready to increase prices. 

A monopoly means huge profits. Up to now, the products of the Monster Heavy Industry are all novel 

products that monopolize the market. However, there was a serious lack of a product that can occupy 

most of the market share, and people were familiar with it. 

For eight thousand Yuan, Ye Qing can earn six thousand by cutting out all costs and taxes. And if this 

price has been maintained, as long as the production capacity kept up it won’t take long for it to become 

like Apple, making its products known to all households. 

The advantage of occupying the market and developing word of mouth is to facilitate the introduction of 

the next generation of products. No publicity is required, as long as the quality of the product is not a 

problem, users will naturally choose to buy. For that, it seems that the ionization purifier can be sold 

easily even if a million units are stocked and the traditional production line cannot meet the huge 

demand. 

That night, Ye Qing studied the black science and technology drawing [full motion assembly platform 

technology] purchased in the fourth stage, which was at the container size of the full motion assembly 

platform. 

Its function could be regarded as a more complicated assembly line, which integrates a whole set of 

assembly operations into a container-sized machine. 

No monster work was required, as long as the parts of the product were adequately supplied. The 

assembly speed of the full-motion assembly platform is much faster than any human-made assembly 

line. 

Ye Qing has studied the drawings. From a structural point of view, the full-motion assembly platform is 

more like a multi-axis machine with complex functions. 

If the five-axis machine tool represents the pinnacle of the processing industry, then this device is the 

technical difficulty of the nine-axis linkage, and the requirements for precision are more stringent. Even 

if the masters make it, it will take enough time to precisely process the star-shaped mechanical parts. 

Fortunately, the order of the flood control wall in Liangjiang City was completed, and the foundation of 

the Monster Industrial Building was also completed. Ye Qing was able to free up several monsters to be 

responsible for the production of the full-motion assembly platform. And as long as five full-motion 

assembly platforms would be manufactured, the daily production volume of ionization purifiers could 

exceed 100,000. 

At 7:30 in the morning, Ye Qing was reluctant to come to the company early. 

As a result, when Qi Qi the security guard in charge of maintaining order nodded to Ye Qing and said 

"Mr. Ye was okay?" the crowd around the company’s door was shocked and their eyes were all stunned. 

President Ye? 

The reporters who came to prepare for the interview all knew that at the helm of Monster Heavy 

Industry was a young man and was called Ye Qing. Then this young man with a dashing and gazing vision 



was ready to come in. So, at least twenty people were separated from the crowd, and they surrounded 

Ye Qing like a triumphant hero. 

"General Ye? I’m Pu Wenxia, editor of Aimei.com. Can we delay you a little bit and ask you a few 

questions about the ionizer?" 

"I am the editor of KA Fashion Network. I would like to ask President Ye, what do you think of the 

ionization purifiers of your brand in other websites and the end of the cosmetics industry?" 

"I’m Xiao Wei, a special correspondent for Tencent Entertainment. President Ye, I also participated in 

your product launch yesterday. Can you give us two minutes?" 

The security guards did their best to stop them and the journalists looked at each other as if to be 

careful because they did not want to squeeze people harder like cattle. 

"I do not need to stop." Ye Qing pressed everyone down: "After one hour, I will let our manager hold a 

press conference in the company conference hall. At first, everyone can sign up and submit to us the 

questions that need to be asked." 

More than twenty reporters ran away, and almost all of them asked the same question... ’The Monster 

Heavy Industry is regarded as the terminator of the cosmetics industry for ionization purifiers. How do 

you think of this?’ 

Qiao Shengan was also in the crowd. He just wants to buy another Guardian Robot. By the way, he can 

still have a thick face and buy an ionizer. 

"You ... is Mr. Qiao?" The sales staff recognized Qiao Shengan. Yesterday a guardian robot was bought 

throughout the press conference by him. Qiao Shengan naturally impressed the salesperson. 

Qiao Shengan was so happy, he was just about to get ready to buy what he wants, and the phone in his 

pocket rang. 

 


